As an alternative to the analysis of EXAFS spectra by conventional shell fitting, the Tikhonov regularization method has been proposed [1] . An improved algorithm that utilizes a priori information about the sample has been developed and applied to the analysis of U L 3 -edge spectra of soddyite, (UO 2 ) 2 SiO 4 ·2H 2 O, and of U(VI) sorbed onto kaolinite. The partial radial distribution functions g 1 (UU), g 2 (USi), and g 3 (UO) of soddyite agree with crystallographic values and previous EXAFS results.
INTRODUCTION
To determine metrical parameters for the nearneighbor surrounding of an absorbing atom, it is common to perform least-squares fits to experimental Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) spectra using structural models. The model that approximates the unknown structure consists of one or several coordination shells of different backscattering atoms. It is sometimes difficult to find a unique model for shell fitting if little is known about the local atomic surroundings in the sample.
The relative positions of different pairs of atoms in a sample can be described by partial radial distribution functions (RDFs) g j (r). Instead of trying to find the best structural model that fits the data, the RDFs can be determined from the EXAFS spectrum directly by solving a system of Fredholm integral equations of the first kind [2, references therein].
The algorithm described below has been developed to determine three RDFs from one EXAFS spectrum. A priori information about the sample is used to address the problem of non-uniqueness of the solutions g j . As an example, the RDFs g 1 (UU), g 2 (USi), and g 3 (UO) for soddyite, (UO 2 ) 2 SiO 4 ·2H 2 O, and of U(VI) sorbed onto the clay mineral kaolinite have been determined from the corresponding U L 3 -edge EXAFS spectra.
THEORY
The relationship between the experimental EXAFS spectrum χ(k) and the RDFs g j is given by the equation 2 -amplitude reduction factor, and ρ 0 -density of the sample. To determine the solutions g j , j = 1, 2, 3, the system of integral equation (1) needs to be solved. This is a typical example of an ill-posed problem. For determining the solutions of (1), the following a priori information is used: Each RDF g j consists of a small number of narrow peaks which are separated in distance by intervals Δr.
The algorithm for the determination of g j consists of the following steps: variation Tikhonov method [1] , application of separating functionals [3] , and iteration method with filtration in real space [4] . Each step is described in detail in these references.
EXPERIMENTAL
As a reference compound with known crystal structure, synthetic soddyite, (UO 2 ) 2 SiO 4 ·2H 2 O, was selected. The synthesis of the sample is described in [5] . A teflon pellet with 25 mg soddyite was prepared for U L 3 -edge EXAFS measurements in transmission mode. Two scans of the spectrum were measured at 15 K at the Rossendorf Beamline ROBL (BM20) at the ESRF.
The sample with an unknown U(VI) structure was prepared by contacting 10 μM U(VI) solution with kaolinite (4 g/L, I = 0.1 M NaClO 4 ) at pH 6 in air for 2 days. The wet paste obtained after centrifugation was air-dried and loaded in a Teflon sample holder. Eight scans of the U L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum were collected at 28 K in fluorescence mode at ROBL.
The χ(k) were obtained by standard procedures [6] using EXAFSPAK [7] . The operators A j in (1) were obtained using scattering phase and amplitude functions calculated with FEFF8.2 [8] . The crystal structure of soddyite [9] was used to define the selfconsistent potential for the FEFF calculations. The multiple-scattering contribution of the linear UO 2 2+ moiety was subtracted from the raw data prior to the analysis described below.
RESULTS
The experimental U L 3 -edge k 3 -weighted EXAFS spectrum of soddyite and the corresponding Fourier transform (FT) are shown in Fig. 1 . To obtain the first solution of g j , the variation Tikhonov method was applied:
α j is a small positive parameter of the order of 10 -7 -10 -5 . The calculated g j for soddyite show significant deviations from the expected RDFs g 1 (UU), g 2 (USi), and g 3 (UO) due to the non-uniqueness of the Tikhonov solution (Fig. 2) . Since it is impossible to obtain a unique solution for equation (1) from the experimental spectrum, additional a priori information is used to stabilize the Tikhonov solution (2). In particular, each peak in g j of the first Tikhonov solution (Fig. 2) is analyzed whether it is a 'true' or 'false' peak using the method of separating functionals [3] . A negative or small parameter Δ is indicative of a 'false' peak (Table  1) . Since the g j of soddyite consist of two or three narrow and non-overlapping peaks (Fig. 2) , segments of g j (r) where 'false' peaks were identified are set to zero. With this information, a new solution for g j is determined by an iteration method with filtration in real space [4] . The final RDFs for soddyite are in close agreement with the calculated g j using crystallographic data (Fig. 2) . The coordination numbers N and interatomic distances r for soddyite are compared with those from conventional EXAFS analysis using shellfitting [10] and single-crystal XRD [9] . Without any structural model, the first two coordination shells in g 1 (UU), g 2 (USi), and g 3 (UO) could be determined. The U L 3 -edge k 3 -weighted EXAFS spectrum and FT calculated from these g j agree with the experimental data (Fig. 1) . were calculated from the raw U L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum (Fig. 1) using the same algorithm as for soddyite. The first Tikhonov solutions g 2 (USi) and g 3 (UO) are shown in Fig. 3 . g 1 (UU) is not shown since no U-U interaction was detected for U(VI). After the application of separating functionals to the first Tikhonov solution (Δ values not shown), the final solution was determined by the iteration method with filtration in real space.
As can be seen from Fig. 3, g 3 (UO) consists of two peaks at 1.79 and 2.35 Å with N equal 1.9 (O ax ) and 5.1 (O eq ), respectively ( Table 2 ). The RDF g 2 (USi) displays a broad peak with a shoulder at higher r (Fig.  3) . Approximately 0.7 Si/Al atoms at 3.06 Å and 0.4 atoms at 3.26 Å surround the U atom. The detection of Si/Al atoms in the near-neighbor environment of U indicates the formation of inner-sphere complexes of U(VI) with kaolinite at pH 6 and a total concentration of 10 μM U(VI). Note that no assumption was made on the distribution function for the atoms in the coordination shells, e.g., Gaussian distribution. As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the U L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum calculated according to (1) with the RDFs g 2 (USi), and g 3 (UO) shown in Fig. 3 agrees well with the experimental data. 
CONCLUSIONS
To increase the reliability of EXAFS structural analysis, especially for compounds with an unknown structure, it is very useful to have several alternative approaches for data analysis. In contrast to common shell-fitting routines, the proposed algorithm does not require any structural model as input. The experimental EXAFS spectrum can be analyzed successfully if the Tikhonov regularization method is applied to intervals of the RDF where true peaks have been identified. The method of separating functionals [3] allows the determination of intervals in the RDFs where true peaks are absent. 
